A greenhouse update: spring
2019
There was much excitement when we replaced that rickety old
polycarbonate greenhouse with our shiny new glass one, but it
was excitement about having a new toy rather than of what was
to come, because at that point, we really didn’t know what to
expect.

So since it’s spring and we are actually using the greenhouse
now, I thought it might be time for a wee update on how we are
getting on and what we think of our new toy.

First thoughts
Temperature
Well the first thing I notice is that the glass greenhouse
seems to take the heat a lot quicker. We are seeing the
automatic windows opening way earlier in the season that we
did previously and the greenhouse generally does feel warmer.
Probably because it doesn’t have a howling gale going through
it and rain seeping in. Yep you read that correctly. The old
greenhouse was never quite water or wind tight. This one
however, feels solid!

It’s not yet at the point in the year where the temperature is
unpleasant in there, but there is a marked difference between
outdoors and inside the greenhouse. Can’t wait to see how this
changes as the weather changes.

Cleaning
Also it seems to stay clean which is a crazy thing to say
because obviously I didn’t get a free shift of elves with the
greenhouse sale who come in during the night and clean up. Or
did I?

Check out youtube to see the naughty elf in the greenhouse.

But it does, it seems to stay clean. The glass is still clean.
The old polycarbonate greenhouse got taken apart and cleaned
every year because green sludge built up everywhere, also the
polycarbonate discoloured badly.

Space
I also feel like I’ve got way more space, even though it’s
exactly the same size. I don’t know if this is because I have
more headroom in this one, but it definitely feels bigger.

There is also one thing which makes a huge difference but it’s
not exactly the greenhouse. The new staging. I used to use
cheap and nasty wire shelves which to be honest weren’t really
much use for anything other than storing things but the new
staging is really solid and practical so I can actually use it
for potting on etc. It just makes the whole space feel more
useable.

I am really happy pootling away in there and I feel like I can

pootle and do so much.

Changes
One of the things that’s new and a bit exciting is that I can
now hang baskets inside the greenhouse. Before I had to do a
kind of magic balancing thing with an upside down stool but
the new greenhouse, apart from being really solid, has rails
for hanging stuff. Means I can have the baskets in there while
the plants mature a bit and grow.

Only downside though, I keep forgetting! They are hanging just
a t my head height.

